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Abstract
The Baum-Welch algorithm for training Hidden Markov

Models requires model topology and initial parameters to be
specified, and iteratively improves model parameters. Some-
times prior knowledge of the process being modelled allows
such specification, but often such knowledge is unavailable. Ex-
perimentation and guessing are resorted to. Techniques for dis-
covering the model topology from the observation data exist,
but their use is not commonplace. We propose a state split-
ting approach to structure discovery, where states are split based
on two heuristics: 1) Within-state autocorrelation and 2) transi-
tion dependence. Statistical hypothesis testing provides a natu-
ral termination criterion, and takes into account the number of
observations assigned to each state, splitting states only when
the data demands it. With synthetic data, we demonstrate the
algorithm’s ability to recover the structure of Hidden Markov
Models from their observation samples. We also show how
it outperforms regular Baum-Welch training in both achieving
lower training set AIC and BIC scores, and in a classification
task. This superior performance is despite the fact that in both
tasks, Baum-Welch training had the advantage of being initial-
ized with the number of states of the HMM that actually gener-
ated the data.

1. Introduction
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are efficient tools for mod-
eling time varying processes. They are used for classification,
prediction, and clustering [10] in fields diverse as speech recog-
nition, bioinformatics, finance and more. Rabiner [1] gives a
good introduction to the theory and the details of application.
Very briefly, an HMM is a Markov process in which the states
cannot be directly observed, but each state has a probability dis-
tribution over possible outputs, which can be observed. The
parameters of an HMM describe the initial state probability dis-
tribution, the state transition probability matrix, and the output
probability distribution per state. Following Rabiner [1] in ex-
position, let ! denote the complete set of model parameters,
and O a sequence of observations. There are three canoni-
cal problems associated with HMMs. The first is to calculate
P (O|!), the probability of a particular observation sequence
given a model. This is achieved with the Forward algorithm.
The second, given a model ! and an observation sequence O,
is to calculate the optimal sequence of hidden states Q. This is
efficiently solved with the Viterbi algorithm. The third, when
given O and !, is to adjust the model parameters to maximize
P (O|!). The Baum-Welch algorithm is typically used for this,
but other faster approximate techniques such as segmental k-
means training [1] are also used.

When using HMMs for classification, one typically trains
one HMM, !w, per category w, by selecting a model archi-

tecture and initial parameters, and improving the parameters
through Baum-Welch reestimation until a (local) maximum for
P (Ow|!w) is reached, where Ow is the set of observation se-
quences known to be from category w. To categorize a novel
observation sequence O, P (O|!w) is computed for each !w

using the Forward algorithm and the novel sequence is assigned
to the category of the model with the highest such value.

It should be noted that the initialization of the models is
left to art, from selecting the appropriate number of states
through to setting the initial parameters of the output distribu-
tions. This, combined with the fact that Baum-Welch reesti-
mation gets stuck at local maxima, often leads to sub-optimal
performance in domains where there are few clues for model
initialization.

The rest of this paper will introduce structure discovery al-
gorithms in general and state splitting algorithms in particular.
Focusing on heuristic-based state splitting, we say why previ-
ously proposed heuristics don’t seem well justified, and propose
and motivate two new heuristics. We will evaluate their perfor-
mance on synthetic data, and describe how they can be com-
bined with an exhaustive approach to improve its efficiency.

2. Structure Discovery
Structure discovery algorithms attempt to circumvent prob-
lems of architecture selection and initialization by searching
for the appropriate architecture whilst learning the parameters.
It is useful to distinguish between top down state splitting ap-
proaches where the starting point is a single state, and bottom up
state merging approaches where the starting point is a complex
model with many states[4]. Some approaches use a combina-
tion of merging and splitting. Our approach falls into the top
down, state splitting family.

2.1. State Splitting

State splitting involves iteratively creating a new model with
one state more than the old model. A state in the old model is
duplicated, and the model parameters are reestimated. Two im-
portant questions that characterize state splitting approaches are
1) how they decide which state to split, and 2) how they decide
when to stop splitting. The answer to the first question suggests
a further division of state splitting algorithms. There are algo-
rithms that split every state in turn, and select the split (after
parameter reestimation) that produces the best improvement in
some model selection criterion (eg. Bayesian Information Cri-
terion [9]). For convenience, we will refer to these algorithms
as ‘exhaustive’, because at each step they try all possible splits.
This doesn’t mean that they try all possible model architectures.
Such techniques usually terminate when no split gives any fur-
ther improvement in the model selection criterion. Examples
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are Ostendorf and Singer [6] and Siddiqi et al. [4]. A differ-
ent class of algorithms use one or more heuristics for deciding
which state to split. This circumvents the need to retrain the
model once for every state when deciding which state to split.
We will focus on such approaches.

2.2. Previous Approaches

Li and Biswas [10] model the state outputs with a single Gaus-
sian. They propose an algorithm that selects the state with the
largest variance as a candidate for splitting. They also merge the
states with the closest means. They explore both the Bayesian
Information Criterion and the Cheeseman-Stutz Approximation
to decide when to stop splitting. Splitting the state with the
highest variance is a crude heuristic. If the process being mod-
elled really does have some high variance states, these will be
needlessly split. It does have the advantage of being fast, as the
states variance is one of the parameters in state output distribu-
tion.

Takami and Sagayama [2] describe an algorithm that mod-
els each state’s output with a mixture of two Gaussians. They
select as a split candidate the state with the largest divergence
between its two Gaussians. This is slightly more sophisticated
than the Li and Biswas approach, and will not split states sim-
ply because they have large variance in their outputs. There are
other objections to this as a splitting heuristic though. Firstly,
a state’s output might be genuinely bi-modal, and then it would
be unnecessarily split. Secondly, this restricts the state output
model to two Gaussians, whereas more are often required. In
[1] for instance, up to 9 mixture components are used for each
state output distribution.

Stenger et al. [12] consider a goodness-of-fit test to deter-
mine which state to split. After the model parameters have con-
verged through Baum-Welch reestimation, they use the Viterbi
algorithm to assign state labels to each observation. They then
build up a histogram of the outputs assigned to each state, and
use a chi squared goodness-of-fit test to compare that histogram
to the corresponding state’s output distribution. A bad fit im-
plies a bad approximation, so they consider the states with bad
fits as candidates for splitting.1

3. Rethinking the reasons for state splitting
The problem with all of the heuristics discussed in the previous
section is that they pay no attention to the temporal structure of
observations belonging to a state. They depend on assumptions
about the distribution of outputs, often advocating state splits in
situations that would be more profitably remedied by changing
the state observation model.

So when should a state be split? One answer is when we can
better approximate the observation sequence through that split.
If we do not want to make any assumptions about the output dis-
tributions for a given state, then the above heuristics lose their
motivation. So what reasons are left for splitting states? We
suggest that a good reason for splitting a state is if the obser-
vations produced by that state have temporal structure. Within
all runs2 of a particular state, if the output at a particular time
is not independent of previous outputs in that run, then a bet-
ter approximation can often be found with more states. In the

1Confusingly, they cite Montacie et al. [8], but Montacie et al. were
more sensibly using this technique to split mixtures within each state,
rather than add states when the histograms don’t match the distributions.

2A ”run” of a sequence is a maximal non-empty segment of the se-
quence consisting of adjacent equal elements.

case of HMMs with continuous valued outputs, one test for such
temporal structure is based on the autocorrelation of the outputs
for each state. This is analogous to checking the residuals of
a regression for significant autocorrelation, and increasing the
model complexity in an attempt to remove it. This introduces
our first heuristic for state splitting: Significant autocorrelation.

The autocorrelation of a process is the correlation of that
process with a time shifted version of itself (Figure 1). The
time shift is typically called the lag, and the autocorrelation at
lag k is defined as:

R(k) =
E[(Oi ! µ)(Oi+k ! µ)]

"2
(1)

where "2 is the variance and µ is the mean. For simplic-
ity, we only consider the autocorrelation at lag 1, although the
technique could easily be extended to a range of lags if such a
thing proves useful. Restricting to lag 1 the autocorrelation can
be rewritten as:

R =
E[(Oi ! µ)(Oi+1 ! µ)]

"2
(2)

A number of runs of state q occur within our observation
sequence O. We want to compute the autocorrelation of obser-
vations assigned to state q in such a manner that the end of the
jth run of state q does not overlap with the start of the (j +1)th

run of state q. Thus we select the subsequence Oq of O where
the state of Oi and the state of Oi+1 are both q and then com-
pute a state q autocorrelation, Rq , as follows:

Rq =
E[(Oq

i ! µq)(O
q
i+1 ! µq)]

"2
q

(3)

where µq and "2
q are the mean and variance of Oq .

Outputs are assigned to states using the Viterbi algorithm,
and all runs of a state are considered. To evaluate whether or
not the observations for a particular state exhibit significant au-
tocorrelation, we use a statistical hypothesis test under the null
hypothesis that there is no autocorrelation, and reject it if the
p-value for the test is below a chosen alpha. We employ the
standard test for significant correlation using the Student’s T
distribution.3 If there is more than one state that exhibits signif-
icant autocorrelation, we split the state with the lowest p-value.

Splitting states based only on autocorrelation proves re-
markably successful at recovering the structure of models from
synthetically generated data. States are seldom split when they
shouldn’t be, except when chance dictates that autocorrelation
appears in the data when there is none in the generating pro-
cess, but such is the nature of hypothesis testing. It is possible
to construct cases where autocorrelation does not split states
that should be. If two states have very similar output distribu-
tions, splitting based on autocorrelation cannot separate them.
The example in Figure 2 (due to Siddiqi et al. [4]) illustrates
this. The output distributions for states 2 and 4 are identical,
but state 2 only transits to state 3, and state 4 only transits to
state 1. No 3 state model can capture the dynamics of such a
process, but autocorrelation alone as a splitting criterion never
discovers the difference between states 2 and 4.

For this reason, we propose a secondary heuristic, to be
employed when no significant autocorrelation remains in the

3The Ljung-Box test for autocorrelation would probably be more ap-
propriate here, and would certainly be essential when testing a range of
lags. We chose the simple test as it yields good results. It also has a rank
based non-parametric version which can be used if odd distributions are
inflating the significance
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Figure 1: Visualizing autocorrelation. Top is an observation
sequence O from a 2 state HMM with one observation distribu-
tion mean at -2 and the other at 2. Bottom is a scatter plot of
points whose x and y values are Ot and Ot+1 respectively. The
positive relationship is evident. If these observations were be-
ing credited to a single state, significant autocorrelation would
suggest that state be split.

outputs of any states. For convenience, we refer to it as the
‘transition dependence’ heuristic. It attempts to deal with situ-
ations such as Figure 2, where the observation distributions for
two states cannot be told apart, but their transition vectors are
different. This heuristic tests for dependence between where
a state transits to, and where it came from. The most likely
state path through the observation sequences is estimated using
the Viterbi algorithm. Let q denote the state under considera-
tion, and N the total number of states. A N " N matrix T
is constructed where each entry T (r, c) represents the number
of times a run of state q transitioned to state c, after being pre-
ceded by state r. Note that the qth row and column are empty
(as we are considering runs of q), and are removed from the ma-
trix leaving a (N ! 1) " (N ! 1) matrix. The differences in
the relative frequencies between these rows is a measure of how
much a state’s successor depends on its predecessor. If there
is only one state producing the observations we have attributed
to q, then we should expect these frequencies to differ only by
chance. We use a 2 sample chi-square test and compare each
row of frequencies to the frequencies summed over all the other
rows, under the null hypothesis that they came from the same
distribution. This is N ! 1 different tests, and in order to ac-
count for this we use Bonferroni correction for multiple tests
and scale our alpha accordingly. If any of these N ! 1 tests re-
ject the null hypothesis, then state q is a candidate for splitting.
This procedure is repeated for each state, and if more than one
states show significant transition dependence, then the one with
the lowest p-value is selected for splitting. 4

Using hypothesis tests means that states are split only
when the data demands it, which provides a natural stopping
point. The framework is also useful when using many different
heuristics, as a single parameter can be set for all of them.
It should be noted that, of two states, if the outputs are the
same and the transitions are the same, then the states may be
considered equivalent, as which of the two states the system is

4Another way of viewing this heuristic is as a test for the state se-
quence violating the Markov property in a particular way.
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Figure 2: Overlapping observation densities. A 4 state HMM,
with a single Gaussian output per state. Labeled ellipses denote
states that produced corresponding observations. Outputs for
states 1 and 3 have means -5 and 5 respectively, but outputs for
both states 2 and 4 have mean 0. We can tell states 2 and 4 apart,
however, because 2 always transits to itself or 3, and 4 always
transits to itself or 1.

in makes no difference to the present outputs or future states.

Algorithm 1 :Discover
1: Initialize: Create a single state model. Initialize output

model using k-means to identify mixture components (see
[1]).

2: repeat
3: Run Baum-Welch reestimation until convergence. Com-

pute p-values for autocorrelation in each state(p-valAC)
4: if min(p-valAC) < alpha then
5: Split state argmin(p-valAC)
6: else
7: Compute p-values for transition dependence in each

state (p-valTD)
8: if min(p-valTD) < alpha then
9: Split state argmin(p-valTD)

10: end if
11: end if
12: until (min(p-valAC) # alpha)) && (min(p-valTD)) # al-

pha)

4. Evaluating Discover
We call our state splitting algorithm ‘Discover’ (see pseudocode
above, and Figure 3 for an example). Discover was evalu-
ated on synthetic data. Randomly generated HMMs were used,
with many different state sizes. A single Gaussian output was
assumed, and all the parameters were chosen randomly from
specified ranges. Each HMM was used to generate sample
sequences. Discover was compared to standard Baum-Welch
training, where an initial model is selected, and Baum-Welch
reestimation is iterated until convergence. Baum-Welch training
had the advantage of being initialized with the same number of
states as the model that generated the state sequence whilst Dis-
cover had no such clues and had to terminate naturally. A single
Gaussian output per state was assumed for both Discover, and
Baum-Welch training. Baum-Welch is known to be particularly
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sensitive to the initial parameters of the state output distribu-
tions [1] so we experimented with different state output distri-
bution initialization techniques. A k-means approach made for
the strongest opponent, and was used when initializing Baum-
Welch training in the following comparisons.

4.1. Performance on model selection criteria

Discover was evaluated using model selection criteria. We
chose the unpenalised log-likelihood, the Akaike’s Information
Criterion with a correction for small samples (AICc), and the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). These measures are de-
fined by:

AICc = !2 ln L + 2k +
2k(k + 1)
n! k ! 1

and

BIC = !2 ln L + k ln n

where L is the maximized value of the likelihood function
for the estimated model, k is the number of free parameters,
and n is the number of observations [9]. In both AICc and BIC,
the terms after the !2 ln L term are penalties in terms of the
number of parameters and the number of observations. BIC pe-
nalizes an increase in parameters more heavily than AICc. Note
that unlike log-likelihood values, lower AICc and BIC scores
correspond to better models.

We compared the model selection criterion scores for Dis-
cover against those of Baum-Welch training. For every experi-
ment, the means for all 3 criteria showed Discover outperform-
ing Baum-Welch training. The distribution of the differences
between the two methods for each set of sequences generated by
a particular model has a curious shape, and as such the full his-
tograms in Figure 4 tells a more detailed story than any compar-
ison of measures of central tendency. Note that values greater
than 0 indicate Baum-Welch training being outperformed by
Discover, and values less than 0 indicate the converse. The
number of states in the generating process did not qualitatively
affect the shape of the distributions. The histograms show that
very often the values achieved are similar. The tails closer to
0 correspond to smaller, but non-negligible differences (see [9]
for a discussion), and the tails spread further out correspond to
vast differences and severely deleterious local maxima (relative
to the other method). While the peak stays close to 0, the tails
are heavier to the positive side, indicating similar performance
on many sequence sets, but where differences occur, they more
often and more strongly favor Discover.

4.2. Classification tests

A more objective test of performance is a classification task.
As above, synthetic data was used from randomly generated
HMMs. A 20 ‘word’ vocabulary was created, with each word
corresponding to a randomly generated HMM. 30 observation
sequences, each with 400 observations were generated by each
word, 15 for its training set and 15 for its test set. For each
method, one model was trained on the training sequences of
each word, with Baum-Welch training once again being ini-
tialized with the number of states as the model that generated
the sequences. This yields 3 models per word, one from Dis-
cover, one from Baum-Welch training, and the original model
that generated the sequences. The original model is included
as an upper-bound for the classification accuracy, which will
change from one iteration of the experiment to the next, as the
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Figure 3: Discovering a 7 state model. Top is one of 15 obser-
vation sequences from a randomly designed 7 state model, and
bottom are the decreasing AICc (red) and BIC (blue) values as
Discover splits states to infer the model structure.

similarity between the randomly created models will determine
the similarity of the sequences generated and thus the difficulty
of the classification task. Basically, some experiment iterations
will result in more similar words than others, and using syn-
thetic data generated from known models allows an estimate of
the difficulty of the classification task.

Classification accuracies using Discover, Baum-Welch
training, and the original models are reported in Tables 1, 2,
3 and 4 for words with 4, 7, 10 and 20 states, with each clas-
sification experiment being performed 10 times. Remarkably,
the performance of Discover was extremely close to that of the
upper bound set by the original model for each iteration. Baum-
Welch training performed much worse, even though it was ini-
tialized with the correct number of states. The discrepancy be-
tween the performance difference in the classification task and
that in the model selection criteria evaluation seems large. Ex-
amining the confusion matrices is illuminating. Whilst with
the original models and Discover, a few errors occur for some
words, classification using the Baum-Welch models gets entire
words incorrect, with 0s at their corresponding entries along the
diagonal of the confusion matrix. We hypothesize that such er-
rors correspond to severe local minima as seen in the model se-
lection criteria evaluation, and it only takes a few to drastically
degrade classification accuracy.

5. Future research
The exhaustive state splitting algorithms described earlier have
shown to be very successful on a variety of datasets, especially
the STACS algorithm due to Siddiqi et al [4]. The efficiency of
such techniques is increased orders of magnitude by assuming
the state paths through the observation sequence remain fixed
for all states except the split one, so far fewer parameters need
reestimation after each split. Recall that such reestimation has
to happen in order to decide which state to split, so such effi-
ciency gains are crucial.

There are still situations in which useful splits will not be
discovered by either of our heuristics. For example, if two states
have the same output mean and state transition vectors, but the
output variance is different, neither autocorrelation nor transi-
tion dependence will tell them apart. For this reason, future
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Figure 4: Pairwise performance differences on model selection
criteria. Top, middle and bottom correspond to log-likelihoods,
AICc, and BIC respectively. Each histogram is the distribution
of differences between regular Baum-Welch training and Dis-
cover, for each set of observations generated from a randomly
designed model. The greater density to the right of 0 indicates
Discover outperforming regular Baum-Welch training. In the
above, 250 models were used, each with 7 states.

work will seek to produce a hybrid structure discovery algo-
rithm, combining the strengths of heuristic exhaustive methods.
Firstly, we will adopt the reestimation optimization described
above. States will be split by the heuristics described in the
present paper, and when no significant autocorrelation or transi-
tion dependence remains, we will switch to the exhaustive tech-
nique to exploit any undiscovered splits. We don’t expect this
to discover better models than the exhaustive techniques alone,
but we do expect it to be faster. Also, our current implementa-
tion deals only with univariate time series data. When general-
izing the test for significant autocorrelation to the multivariate
case, correction for multiple hypothesis testing will once again
be necessary. With very many observations, it might be neces-
sary to adopt a correction less severe than Bonferroni.We also
plan to generalize our heuristics to the discrete observation case.
This will have to take a form similar to our conditional depen-
dence, but between successive observations rather than states.

6. Conclusion
Two novel heuristics for HMM structure discovery through state
splitting, and their superior performance relative to the canon-
ical Baum-Welch technique used in most of the literature was
demonstrated. To our knowledge, these heuristics are better
motivated than previous ones. We also suggest how they can
be incorporated into existing exhaustive techniques, producing
a hybrid structure discovery algorithm.
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Table 1: Classification accuracies on 4 state HMMs
iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 mean

Generating
Model 0.86 0.93 0.93 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.84 0.87 0.93 0.94 0.87

Structure
Discovery 0.86 0.92 0.93 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.87 0.92 0.94 0.87

Baum-Welch
Training 0.70 0.68 0.71 0.68 0.53 0.69 0.75 0.69 0.80 0.66 0.69

Table 2: Classification accuracies on 7 state HMMs
iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 mean

Generating
Model 0.78 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.95 0.90 0.81 0.91 0.86 0.80 0.87

Structure
Discovery 0.78 0.90 0.90 0.87 0.96 0.89 0.82 0.90 0.85 0.79 0.87

Baum-Welch
Training 0.71 0.61 0.61 0.66 0.82 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.70 0.67

Table 3: Classification accuracies on 10 state HMMs
iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 mean

Generating
Model 0.92 0.88 0.87 0.75 0.94 0.73 0.93 0.95 0.80 0.85 0.86

Structure
Discovery 0.91 0.84 0.85 0.75 0.93 0.73 0.92 0.95 0.79 0.84 0.85

Baum-Welch
Training 0.75 0.64 0.69 0.66 0.68 0.62 0.75 0.80 0.59 0.65 0.68

Table 4: Classification accuracies on 20 state HMMs
iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 mean

Generating
Model 0.85 0.84 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.95 0.84 0.76 0.84 0.89 0.86

Structure
Discovery 0.77 0.80 0.87 0.82 0.80 0.85 0.79 0.71 0.82 0.88 0.81

Baum-Welch
Training 0.58 0.52 0.61 0.59 0.53 0.77 0.59 0.59 0.51 0.71 0.60
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